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Dear Mr. Moses:

OPG Comments on Draft GD-384:
Site Access Security Clearance for High-Security Sites
References: 1.

2.

3.

CNSC Information Bulletin, 12-52 issued November 13, 2012,
Comment Period November 13, 2012 to January 13,2013,
"Invitation to Comment on Draft GD-384, Site Access Security
Clearance for High-Security Sites. "
CNSC Information Bulletin, 12-05 issued February 9, 2012,
Comment Period February 9, 2012 to March 26, 2012, "Invitation
to Comment on Draft Regulatory Document, RD/GD-384, Site
Access Security Clearance for High-Security Sites."
OPG letter, Paul Nadeau to Colin Moses, "OPG Comments on
Draft Regulatory Document RD/GD-384: Site Access Security
Clearance for High-Security Sites," March 19, 2012, CD# N
CORR-00531-05635.

The purpose of this letter is to submit OPG's comments on draft GD-384, Site
Access Security Clearance for High-Security Sites for CNSC consideration
(Reference 1).
OPG has noted the scope of this revised document has increased dramatically
compared to the original RD/GD-384 (Reference 2). Further, this document also
contains significantly more criteria that correspond to the Government of Canada
security assessment processes, to which OPG has previously provided comment
(Reference 3).

Mr. Colin Moses
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January 09, 2013

OPG's detailed comments are contained in the attachment. OPG's main concerns
with the draft document are identified below and are described in greater detail in
the attachment.
1. GO-384 appears to be imposing Government of Canada wordings and
processes on licensees with established Site Access Security Clearance
(SASC) processes that have already been approved by the CNSC.
The revised document contains reference to numerous acts, regulations and
alternate processes, making certain sections contradictory. It is therefore
difficult to interpret this revised guidance document for granting, denying or
revoking a SASC.
2. The Nuclear Security Regulations require that SASCs and Level II Clearances
be renewed every five years, whereas the Treasury Board allows for 10 year
renewal. OPG believes all SACS and Level II Clearances should be valid for a
period of 10 years as per Treasury Board Guidelines.
3. There is an unrationalized disparity between the NSRs and the draft GO-384,
whereby CNSC Inspectors are exempted from the 5 year renewal period; rather
the validity period is 10 years.
4. The Treasury Board defines that a clearance in the process of being updated
does not actually expire for the individual occupying the position.
5. The security interview process, as outlined, will place an increased and
unnecessary burden on the licensee, where the licensee has other processes
in place to suitably assess risk.
Should the CNSC consider it beneficial to further develop this document through
discussion, at a setting such as an Industry forum for example, OPG would be
pleased to participate and offer its input and assistance.
If you have any questions, please contact Mrs. Jennifer Ennis, Manager, Security &
Emergency Services Programs, at 905-839-6746, extension 5005.
Sincerely, ~_--...

Attach.
cc: Mr. M. Beaudette
Mr. M. Santini
Mr. F. Rinfret

- CNSC (Ottawa)
- CNSC (Ottawa)
- CNSC (Ottawa)

Attached to OPG letter, Paul Nadeau to Colin Moses,
"OPG Comments on Draft GD-384,
"Site Access Security Clearance for High-Security Sites," CD# N-CORR-00531-06024.
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There is a disparity between the NSRs and the draft

Paragraph 2:
As per subsections 17(5) and 18.4 of the Nuclear Security Regulations,
SASCs are authorized for a period of five years. However, CNSC
inspectors in possession of a valid Government of Canada Secret
(Level II) security clearance are exempt from the five year validity
period and are required to renew their clearances every ten years.

Definitions legend:
In this document, "shall" is used to express a requirement Le., a
provision that a licensee or licence applicant is obliged to satisfy in
order to comply with the requirements of this regulatory document.
"Should" is used to express guidance. "May" is used to express an
option or that which is permissible within the limits of this regulatory
document. "Can" is used to express possibility or capability.
4.1 Site access security clearance assessment - Paragraph 3
The purpose of the SASC assessment is to determine if a person may
access designated, classified or prescribed information or assets
without posing an unreasonable risk to the nuclear site, to the
personnel working there or to national security. The CSIS security
assessment may include a subject interview conducted by CSIS to
collect further information in order to make a determination of loyalty
and/or reliabilit as it relates to 10 alt .
4.1 Site access security clearance assessment - Paragraph 4
The SASC process is parallel to the Government of Canada (GOC)
security process. For more information and a comparison of the
parallel processes, see table 1 in appendix D.
4.2 Application process - Bullet 3
The process for application should include the following:
•
The licensee conducting briefing on the applicant's
res onsibilities and certi in the clearance
4.3 Collection of information - Bullet 4
Process and verify the completeness of information for a security
assessment before sending it to CSIS; verification of necessary
information for reliability assessments takes place in parallel with the
loyalty assessment that CSIS carries out in support of a SASC
application or renewal. The licensee must sign off on the reliability of
the applicant prior to requesting a security assessment from CSIS.
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GD-384, whereby CNSC Inspectors are exempted from
the 5 year renewal period. What is the legislative basis
for the exemption for CNSC inspectors? OPG believes
all SACS and Level II Clearances should be valid for a
period of 10 years as per Treasury Board Guidelines.
NSRs require five year renewal for SASC and Level II,
whereas Treasu Board defines 10 ear renewal.
OPG's interpretation of "should," "may" and "can"
suggests the licensee is provided with discretionary
latitude. OPG is seeking confirmation that this
interpretation is correct.
GD-384 is a draft guidance document; therefore, OPG
suggests the word "regulatory" be removed from this
ara ra h 2 occurrences in the definitions Ie end.
OPG utilizes the SASC, at a minimum for physical
access to the protected area of high-security sites
and/or access to information designated by OPG as
classified or prescribed information - the reference to
GOC designated 'classified' information throughout GD
384 (including tables 1 & 2 in appendix D) causes
confusion for the reader.
OPG suggests that this be removed. It is not
reasonable to impose GOC wording/processes on
licensees with established SASC processes.
Much of this section describes processes and
re uirements be ond the sco e of a SASC.
This will create an unnecessary administrative burden
for OPG due to the volume of security clearances
processed and the geographical distances between
applicants and facilities.
OPG does not grant a SASC until all components of the
security assessment are complete. OPG agrees with
reliability taking place in parallel with loyalty
assessment. OPG requests the last sentence be
removed. Processing of the assessments in parallel
allow for timely processing of the large volume of
clearances that OPG conducts, in order to avoid a
negative impact to business operations. OPG
rocessin is con ruent with this arallel rocess as
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5.2 Screening process - Paragraph 1
Once the licensee has obtained consent to screen the applicant, and
the screening process has been approved, the applicant should provide
all pertinent information to apply for a SASC. This can be done by using
the TBS form entitled Security Clearance Form (TBS/SCT 330-60E),
where all compulsory data is collected in sections A, B, C, D, F, H, I and

OPG suggests including Sections K-O as compulsory
sections for new applicants in order to conduct an
informed security assessment. OPG has previously
commented that these sections are not required for
renewals.

P.
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Section 5 - Site access
security clearance
application process steps

5.2.1 Personal data - Paragraph 2 and last sentence:
Verified original documentation should include the following:
•
Birth certificate
•
Passport
•
Valid work permit
•
Permanent resident card
•
Canadian citizenship card or other government-issued photo
identification
At least one piece of identification should contain a current facial view
of the applicant.
5.2.3 Foreign nationals - Paragraph 1
A foreign national should also provide, via a trusted third party, a CRNC
from the person's country of origin.

5.2.3 Foreign nationals - Paragraph 2
In cases where a foreign national indicates possession of a valid
security clearance from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
licensees may set up an agreement with Public Works and Government
Services Canada to obtain a NATO security clearance screening
certificate for that person. Such certification - the lowest clearance
level being equivalent to a Level I, Confidential- along with the
completed documentation required for a SASC, will be deemed to meet
the necessary SASC assessment criteria when a foreign national has
less than five years of traceable history in Canada.

5.2.4 Employment and education records - Paragraph 1
The licensee, or a trusted third party on behalf of the licensee, should
verify the applicant's education and/or professional qualifications (e.g.
licence, degree and diploma) and record them by way of a certified
copy. The licensee should initial and date the copy and retain it on file
for audit purposes.
2

To clarify this section, OPG recommends that this be
reworded to:
"Verified original documentation should include 2 pieces
of validly issued government identification from the
following list (one must be a photo identification):
•
Birth certificate
•
Passport
•
Valid work permit
•
Permanent resident card
•
Canadian citizenship card or other
qovernment-issued photo identification"
OPG requests a revision to this section to limit this
requirement to applicants who left their country of origin
within the last 10 years. OPG considers that a 10 year
timeframe would provide sufficient detail to adequately
assess risk.
OPG requires information on obtaining the details to set
up this agreement with Public Works and Government
Services Canada for the rare instances that this may
occur.
Could this declaration of equivalency also apply to
clearances from State Nuclear Facilities or other
Canadian federal agencies? Previous practice is that
OPG cannot accept security clearance certificates from
other organizations within Canada: for example,
Transport Canada, Public Safety, RCMP, etc. OPG
requests this be taken into consideration before making
recommendations in this guidance document on
acceptinq NATO clearances.
OPG receives a report from a trusted third party for
education / employment verification which is kept on file
for audit purposes. OPG has an internal form that is
initialed and dated to indicate that education /
employment verification has been completed. This form
is kept on file for audit purposes.
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Section 5 - Site access
5.2.5 Criminal activity assessment - Paragraph 2

,',

security clearance
application process steps

A criminal conviction, including a self declaration by the applicant, that
identifies adverse information, will also require a security interview,
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Section 5 - Site access
security clearance
application process steps

5.2.5 Criminal activity assessment - Paragraph 3
The licensee should have, as part of its SASC program, a process to
assess risk for personnel with a criminal conviction record who are
being transferred to an assignment or position that requires access to
sensitive information, assets or vital areas
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Section 5 - Site access
security clearance
application process steps
Section 5 - Site access
security clearance
application process steps

5.3.2 Threat and risk assessment - Paragraph 2
The licensee's SASC program should have established threshold
criteria that will "triQQer" a security interview.
5.3,2 Threat and risk assessment - Paragraph 3
To determine if the applicant poses a potential threat or risk to the site,
the licensee should conduct a security interview with a focus on the
following:
•
The resolution of incomplete or questionable documentation
•
Poor or questionable credit history
•
Indictable convictions
•
Past criminal activity
•
Less than five consecutive years of traceable history
•
Adverse or insufficient information from CSIS
•
Any other adverse information that has potential risk to site or
national security

15
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Section 5 - Site access
security clearance
application process steps

5.3.5 Record keeping - Paragraph 1
The licensee should have documented processes for evaluating the
results of the interview. These documented results and the associated
information should be suitably protected and kept on file.
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OPG requests that the word "will" be changed to "may",
as OPG has threshold criteria in place to deem an
applicant acceptable, acceptable with restrictions, or
denied which initiates an appeal process.
OPG has policies and procedures which include an
assessment of risk prior to granting a SASC, with or
without restrictions. OPG Security Clearance Office is
only notified of transfers on a periodic basis. To impose
a requirement that all transfers within OPG are re
assessed for risk would be an unnecessary
administrative burden. OPG policies currently stipulate
that managers are accountable to ensure clearance
levels are congruent with assigned duties; including
new duties as a result of a transfer.
OPG requests that the word "will" be changed to "may".
For addition information on this comment, please refer
to comment for item number 15.
OPG suggests that the wording noted below would be
better suited for this section as a security interview may
not be applicable in circumstances where alternate
methods have suitably addressed the area of concern.
OPG requests the wording be changed to:
"The licensee should conduct a security interview or
have measures in place to suitably address the
following situations:
•
The resolution of incomplete or questionable
documentation
•
Poor or questionable credit history
•
Indictable convictions
•
Past criminal activity
•
Less than five consecutive years of traceable
history
•
Adverse or insufficient information from CSIS
•
Any other adverse information that has
potential risk to site or national security"
To improve clarity, OPG requests the wording be
changed to "The licensee should have a documented
process in place for conducting security interviews.
This documentation and associated information should
be suitablv protected and kept on file."
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5.6 Certification - Paragraph 1
Once the decision to grant SASC is made, the licensee should provide
a comprehensive briefing to the applicant concerning the individual's
future security responsibilities and obtain, in writing, the
acknowledQement of the person for all the necessary requirements.
5.6 Certification - Paragraph 2
Private sector organizations do not have the authority to grant any level
of GOC security clearance without sponsorship of the CNSC, which
provides for the necessary arrangements to be set up with CSIS and
the RCMP.

This will create an unnecessary administrative burden
for OPG due to the volume of security clearances
processed and the geographical distances which exist
between many applicants and facilities.
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Section 5 - Site access
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Section 6 - Reporting to the
Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission

6.1 Site access security clearance granted - Paragraph 1, Bullet 3
However, the licensee may decide to grant a SASC with or without
restrictions despite the following circumstances:
•
CSIS or a police agency identifies adverse information that
may indicate a security risk

OPG has proven processes in place to address police
information that may indicate a security risk. OPG will
either deny the clearance and accord the individual the
right to appeal, or assign appropriate restrictions to
mitigate the risk.
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Section 6 - Reporting to the
Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission

It would be an unnecessary administrative burden, to
both the utility and the Regulator, to notify the CNSC for
all denials or revocations. OPG recommends this
notification to the CNSC for denials or revocations be
made on a case by case basis, dependent upon the
nature and seriousness of charges or convictions or
level of threat or risk posed to site or national security.
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Section 8 - Transferability

6.2 Site access security clearance denied or revoked - Paragraph 1
Where a SASC is denied or revoked, the licensee should inform the
CNSC and provide detailed information on why the SASC was denied
or revoked, along with the follOWing:
•
The level of threat or risk that the individual poses to site or
national security
•
The source of the information that was used in making the
decision (e.g. law enforcement or security agencies)
•
The results of any related or ongoing investigation
•
The CSIS security assessment brief
8 Transferability - Paragraph 1
A valid SASC may be transferable from one high-security site to
another, provided there is a CNSC-approved SASC program in place at
both sites. Any adverse information and restrictions on the applicant
should be shared between licensees during the transfer of a SASC. It
is the licensee's prerogative to decide if it wishes to accept the transfer
of a valid SASC holder to its licensed site.
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Section 8 - Transferability

8 Transferability - Paragraph 2, Bullet 2 & Bullet 3
The SASC of an individual may be transferred between licensees,
provided the following criteria have been met:
•
The SASC is not due for updating
•
The individual has confirmed in writing that there have been
no changes in his or her personal history regarding criminal
convictions

4

OPG's established SASC program allows for access to
Nuclear facilities, assets, systems, and information
designated as OPG Confidential or higher, not GOC
'classified' information.

OPG requests that the second sentence be revised as
follows: "To the extent permitted by law, any adverse
information and restrictions on the applicant should be
shared between licensees during the transfer of a
SASC."

Bullet 2: OPG requests clarification of this limitation for
circumstances where adverse information does not
exist.
Bullet 3: OPG requests confirmation on what
documentation is required to accomplish this in order to
ensure consistency amongst licensees.
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Section 10 - Termination of
Employment

Appendix D - Table 1 &
Table 2

...
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10 Termination of employment - Paragraph 1
Licensees should establish a procedure for dealing with the termination
of employment of individuals who possessed a SASC and are no longer
employed onsite. The procedure should include a formal debriefing to
remind individuals of their continuing responsibilities relating to the
protection of prescribed information to which they had access in the
course of their employment.
Appendix D Table 1 - Designation of Information and Assets, Table 2 
Access authorized through the Site Access Security Clearance (SASC)
or the Government of Canada (GOC) Security Screening Clearance
(Levell, II, III)
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OPG suggests removing the requirement for a formal
debriefing as this will create an unnecessary
administrative burden for OPG due to the volume of
security clearances processed and the geographical
disconnect between applicants and facilities.

OPG requires clarification on the intended comparison
contained in Tables 1 & 2.
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